Ooze Tube Instructions

Simple six step instructions are printed on each Ooze Tube. Below are a set of picture instructions.

Each Ooze Tube Includes: One Drip Emitter, One Wooden Stake, Printed On Instructions, 15 Gallon Ooze Tube

Step 1: After planting, mulching and thoroughly watering tree, remove any sharp objects that might puncture the Ooze Tube.

Step 2: Place Ooze Tube around tree trunk with water fill holes facing up.

Step 3: Lace both ends together with wooden stake
Step 4: Push or hammer stake into ground. Make sure stake is on the **UPHILL** side if ground is slopped about 1/3 from trunk.

Step 5: Fill with water. As filling adjust tube to minimize trunk touching.

Step 6: Using nail, make starter hole inside the “donut” at, or near, soil level.
Step 7: Remove Nail. Snap the barbed end of the dripper into the starter hole. Adjust dripper for desired drip rate. Time frame for all 15 gallons of water will range from 5 days to 4 weeks.